ABB IN THE UNITED STATES

Phoenix, Arizona
Facility Overview

What we do in Phoenix
The Phoenix Distribution Center is ABB’s U.S. warehousing, logistics, and distribution hub for electrification products manufactured domestically and globally for customers on the west coast.

Who we serve
The Phoenix Distribution Center provides products produced by ABB facilities globally and distributes to US and global partners via several channels, including Retail, OEM, Distributors, Agents and to customers to power the world in a safe and reliable way.

ABB in the U.S.
ABB is a pioneering technology leader that works closely with utility, industry, transportation and infrastructure customers to write the future of industrial digitalization, increasing productivity and boosting efficiency.

Contact info
Facility: Rob Whittle
robert.whittle@us.abb.com

Website: www.abb.com/us

Government Relations: Asaf Nagler
asaf.nagler@us.abb.com

Media: Chris Shigas
chris.shigas@us.abb.com

Location
8001 W Buckeye Rd
Phoenix, AZ
85043

Offering
Distribution of Electrification products

Number of employees
100

Operational since
2020

~ 50
manufacturing
locations

> $14b
Invested
since 2010

20,000
ABB
employees

9 Major
R&D
centers